Name: Mike Carver

Position: Managing Member

Company: Engineered Recycling Systems LLC (ERS)

Years of TAPPI Membership: 1

TAPPI Activities: N/A

Reasons candidate would be an asset to the Corrugated Packaging Council:

Mike brings a refreshing view and expertise to one of the most ignored, but vital to production, areas of the business. He brings unmatched experience and insight on scrap removal, processing and dust collection. This area of the paper and paper converting manufacturing process has become a major contributor and/or detractor of production up-time. Mike’s focus on less labor, easier use and maintenance has catapulted ERS to become the industry leader.

Bio:

Mike Carver is the Managing Member of Engineered Recycling Systems LLC (ERS). Mike leads a team of engineers and system integrators, with the goal of providing customized solutions for challenges faced by ERS’ customers. He adheres to a “learn your customers processes, needs and challenges first” philosophy, then pairs that with his strong engineering background to design customized solutions. He believes the success of his customers is rooted in the highest quality equipment and technological advances available. He works with trusted partners and customers to create systems that best suit the needs at hand but are also nimble for future modifications. Today's focus of limited human interaction and simplifying maintenance and operational costs can be challenging but ERS has had several advancements to help our customers focus on their production uptime.

As a leader in the corrugated, paper and paper converting industries, Mike conceptualized the Continuous Cleaning Modular CCM® Filter for Vacuum Transfer Air and Scrap System Dust Control, revolutionizing plants globally. His extensive background in the corrugated industry stems from his first job at Blower Application Co., Inc. Having been around the box business for 30 years, Mike understands the ever-changing needs and challenges of the industry.

Prior to ERS, Mike was a partner at SC Environmental, LLC which in 2016 became Engineered Recycling Systems LLC. In 1994 he founded ACES and Equipment Company, managing the company during his tenure there until 2003. He started his career with Blower Application Company, Inc., in 1989 leaving the company as the Vice President, Sales and Marketing. He holds a bachelor’s degree in mechanical engineering from Marquette University.